Job Advertisement

Academic Coordinator in Biogeochemistry

We seek an analytical geochemist with specialization in trace element biogeochemistry via inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. The successful candidate must have experience with sample collection, processing, and analysis for modern marine and lacustrine systems. Additional required skills are sulfur and iron speciation through wet chemical techniques and studies of nutrient cycling and related controls on biological production. Experience must include ancient system analysis with an emphasis on paleoproxy-based reconstructions of paleoenvironments spanning timescales from million to billions of years. Additional strengths should include contaminated modern systems and approaches to characterization and remediation. Experience with human-impacted systems in Southern California is desired.

To apply: go to https://aprecruit.ucr.edu/JPF01869.

The University of California, Riverside is a world-class research university with an exceptionally diverse undergraduate student body. UCR is a member institution of the American Association of Universities (AAU) as well as the Alliance of Hispanic Serving Research Universities (HSRU). Its mission is explicitly linked to providing routes to educational success for underrepresented and first-generation college students. A commitment to this mission is a preferred qualification.

The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified candidates will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.

As a University employee, you will be required to comply with all applicable University policies and/or collective bargaining agreements, as may be amended from time to time. Federal, state, or local government directives may impose additional requirements.